
David Ince.  Information Request Number 4 

BC Hydro F2020 - F2021 Revenue Requirements Application 

Topic: Load Resource Balance and IPP deliveries 

Gjoshe Unredacted Information Request: 2.9.2 

1. The response to Gjoshe 2.9.2 highlights that the highest period of IPP energy deliveries is during the freshet, and 
the lowest period being that of highest BC Hydro demand: the winter months.  The RRA Evidentiary Update 
indicates that the expected pattern of deliveries (for F2021) has further shifted from the winter deliveries to the 
freshet.  Please explain why the annual pattern of IPP deliveries are changing over time, and what can be done 
to mitigate this mismatch between IPP deliveries and seasonal BC Hydro customer demands. 

Reference: Twenty-Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019 – Appendix D 

2. Tables D-1 to D-4 inclusive provide forecast energy and peak demand for the years F2021 forward.  Please 
provide a version of each of these tables that includes 10 years of historical energy and peak actuals.  At a 
minimum, please provide annual heritage energy production, IPP energy production, actual energy and peak 
demands, and the energy and peak Surplus/Deficit. 

3. Please confirm that the length of the Forecast document is 35 pages, in contrast to the previously published BC 
Hydro long-term forecast which was in excess of 100 pages, and contained more methodological detail and 
sector-specific commentary.  Is the 2019 Forecast document a summary of a more detailed document? 

Reference:  

October 14, 2017 October 14, 2017 Technical Presentation to BCUC Panel on Site C – Load Forecast 

 

4. Please update the above chart. 
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5. Please update the above chart. 

 

Reference: British Columbia Utilities Commission Information Request No. 2.18.4 Dated: September 20, 2017 British 
Columbia Hydro & Power Authority - Site C Inquiry – Load Forecast 

Response issued October 3, 2017  

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

6. Please update the above Figures 1-7 inclusive to include recent actuals and to include the forecast (20 year) 
econometric assumptions built into BC Hydro’s current load forecast. 

Reference: Site C Inquiry- Submissions of Prophet River First Nation and West Moberly First Nations Dated August 30, 
2017 – Load Forecast 



 

7. Please provide equivalent charts that includes BC Hydro’s published long-term load forecasts for the last 10 
years, and the most recent load forecast – specific to integrated system total gross requirements after DSM. 

8. Please provide equivalent charts for integrated system peak demand - including reserves after DSM. 

 

Topic: Electric Vehicles  

Reference: Section 3.1.2: Twenty-Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019  

“The June 2019 Load Forecast uses a new methodology for EVs, to align with the CleanBC Plan for light duty electric 
vehicles. Specifically, the Zero-Emission Vehicles Act (ZEV Act) was enacted on May 30, 2019. The ZEV Act stipulates the 
percentage of new light duty car and truck sales in B.C. that must be zero emission vehicles, as follows: 10 per cent of 
sales by 2025; 30 per cent of sales by 2030; and 100 per cent of sales by 2040. 

Accordingly, the low EV forecast in the June 2019 Load Forecast is based on these requirements and the associated 
incentives because, at a minimum, EV sales would be expected to reach the levels required by legislation. The high-EV 
scenario assumes EV models are more available, the purchase cost declines, consumers’ preferences change, and more 
infrastructure becomes available. In other words, the high EV forecast assumes that the natural uptake of EVs is greater 
than the requirements set out in the ZEV Act, resulting in a higher total EV forecast. Due to the significant level of 
uncertainty when developing a long-term EV forecast, BC Hydro developed its mid-EV forecast by taking the average 
between the high and low EV forecasts.” 

9. Please provide the Electric Vehicle assumptions in Zero Emission Vehicles Act (ZEV) which forms the basis of BC 
Hydro’s updated Electric Vehicle forecast.  Specifically please provide the following: 

a. The forecast of assumed work intensity for electric vehicles as expressed as kWh/km driven for each of the 
vehicle types in the EV model.  Directionally, please indicate how this is expected to change in the future; 

b. A distribution of BC driving distances assumed in the forecast model; 



c. Provide the assumed minimum economic threshold distance driven per year, below which customers are 
assumed not to purchase an EV; 

d. Provide assumed vehicle availability constraints, due to manufacturing or distribution constraints, expressed 
as the maximum number of EVs that can be delivered to the BC market, regardless of customer demand or 
economic viability.  Provide background support as to the reason for this assumed constraint; 

e. Provide the electricity price forecast used in the electric vehicle model; 
f. Provide assumptions with respect to potential discounting of electricity rates for electric vehicle charging.  

This could include Time of Use or Off-Peak price discounts; 
g. Provide the gasoline price forecast used in the electric vehicle model. 
h. Provide the initial purchase price assumptions for electricity and gasoline vehicles. 
i. Please provide a description of the class of proxy vehicle(s) assumed in the model; 
j. Provide the assumed threshold in the model, in terms of maximum vehicle range expressed as daily and 

yearly travel distance; 
k. Provide the conversion efficiency assumed for electric vehicles and associated charging hardware, as the 

ratio of electrical energy delivered to the vehicle wheels divided by metered electricity; 
l. Provide assumptions with respect to purchase price rebates or incentives from the provincial or federal 

government.  These rebates could take the form of lowering the purchase price of EVs, or lowering the 
installation cost of charging infrastructure or both; 

m. Provide assumptions into the EV peak load forecast as to the breakdown between EV customers who have 
110V vs. 220v vs. faster charging options; 

n. Provide assumptions with respect to the installed cost of EV charging hardware for an average installation, 
by charging level; 

o. Provide assumptions with respect to the charging profile (by time of day) for each charging level above.  
That is, kW by hour for an average customer;  

p. Provide a generic charging profile used in the peak load forecast, that shows current (kW) from time zero 
(initial connection of EV charger) until full charge is achieved, by each charging level; 

q. Please provide coincidence assumptions in the EV peak forecast.  That is, what percent of vehicles are 
assumed to be charging per hour of the day, and what is the aggregate charging profile (MW of EV demand 
with hourly resolution) during the system peak day; and  

r. Please provide specifics on the incentives or programs (rate, capital cost or technology) that BC Hydro is 
undertaking in order to minimize potential negative local and system effects of on-peak period EV charging. 

 
10. Is BC Hydro contemplating Time of Use rates to encourage the off-peak charging of EVs? If not, why not? 

11. Is BC Hydro contemplating an electric vehicle-specific rates to optimize the pattern of EV charging?  If not, why 

not? 

Topic: Oil and Gas Load Forecast 
 
Reference: Appendix C: Twenty Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019 - Figure C-1.  South Peace assumptions. 

12. Please comment on the continuing delays in realizing South Peace electrification loads, as evidenced in the most 
recent (June 2019) forecast relative to the previous forecast (December 2017), relative to the May 2016 Forecast 
and relative to the 2012 (IRP) forecast.   Please indicate the drivers of these delays, including the business 
climate in the region and the province, environmental and First Nations issues, carbon taxes, challenges in 
getting pipelines constructed, the cost of electrification and low (oil and gas) commodity prices. 

13. Please provide a modified version of Figure C-1 that provides the Mid-level load forecasts prepared in June, 2019 
(current) and as well the abovementioned forecasts. 

British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority Fiscal 2017 – Fiscal 2019 Revenue Requirements Application 

Association of Major Power Customers of BC Information Request No. 2.7.5 Dated: December 16, 2016 British 
Columbia Hydro & Power Authority Response issued January 23, 2017 

14. Please indicate the assumption(s) used by BC Hydro with respect to initial gas well productivities.   



15. Please confirm that improved hydraulic fracturing technologies may improve initial well productivities above the 
current assumptions. 

British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority Fiscal 2017 – Fiscal 2019 Revenue Requirements Application 

Association of Major Power Customers of BC Information Request No. 2.7.6 Dated: December 16, 2016 British 
Columbia Hydro & Power Authority Response issued January 23, 2017  

In its response to this question on the field servicing of natural gas industry hydraulic fracturing loads, BC Hydro 
responded that it: “…expects that we will be investigating potential opportunities for providing such service as part of 
our broader low-carbon electrification efforts.”   

16. Please provide an update on this progress, and how this initiative is supported within the CleanBC policy 
framework. 

Reference Twenty Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019 

17. Please comment on the effect of the Oct. 24, 2019 Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act 

introduced in the BC Legislature in terms of its effect on the industrial sector load forecast, specifically whether 

this Act constitutes a ‘veto’ on all future public and private sector resource projects, including BC Hydro capital 

projects. 

Reference: British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority Fiscal 2017 – Fiscal 2019 Revenue Requirements Application 

Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia Information Request No. 2.130 Dated: December 16, 

2016 British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority Response issued January 23, 2017  

18. In the response to this request, BC Hydro indicated that it has not adjusted its then current (2016) load forecast 

to reflect the City of Vancouver’s Renewable City Strategy, or the Province’s Climate Leadership Plan.  Please 

comment if adjustments have been made to the current load forecast to incorporate these strategies. 

19. As indicated in BC Hydro’s response to CEC IR 2.130.2, BC Hydro was not aware of any other local governments 

that have adopted policies beyond the City of Vancouver and the City of Victoria with respect to reduction of 

natural gas or other policies that could influence the electricity load requirements.  Please comment if this 

statement is still true, and whether BC Hydro has incorporated the effects of policy statements of BC 

municipalities in its current load forecast. 

20. Since the beginning of 2019, the municipalities of Burnaby, Vancouver, Richmond, New Westminster, Port 

Moody, West Vancouver and both the city and district of North Vancouver have declared climate emergencies.  

Please comment on how these actions have influenced BC Hydro’s long-term load forecast. 

Reference: Twenty-Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019 Section 1.1. Peak load forecast 

21. Please provide the most recent monthly-resolution forecast of DSM Savings for both in energy and peak.  Please 
calculate the monthly capacity factor of the savings. 

22. Please provide historical monthly-resolution DSM Savings, if possible for the last 5 years, and broken down to 
the major DSM categories including Rates, Codes & Standards, programs, etc. 

23. Please refer to the spreadsheet attached, which is a reconstruction of the Twenty-Year Load Forecast: Tables D-
1 to D-4 inclusive.  Please confirm a calculated forecast load factor of approximately 65% over the near term of 
the Forecast.   Why does this load factor decrease somewhat over the forecast horizon?  Please comment on 
why this should not degrade (decrease) more with influx of significant on-peak electrification loads such as 
residential space heating and EVs. 

24. Please note that the calculated load factor after DSM is somewhat worse (lower) than as calculated before-DSM.  
Does this imply that BC Hydro’s DSM programs are primarily focused on energy savings, whereas BC Hydro’s 
provided load-resource balance indicates that new capacity is the more immediate need? 

25. Within the attached spreadsheet, please check and comment on the calculated capacity factors of IPP 
generation and IPP renewals (rows 123 and 125).  The high numbers imply that the seasonal energy production 



from these resources is a mismatch to BC Hydro’s load shape – i.e. cumulatively that IPP deliveries are energy 
rich and capacity poor. 

Reference: Twenty-Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019: Table 1 

26. Please confirm that the econometric forecast(s) used in the current Residential and Commercial customer sector 
forecasts was not updated from the October, 2018 Forecast. 

Reference: Twenty-Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019: Section 3.3 Light Industrial 

27. Please confirm that the GDP forecast was updated for the Light Industrial forecast.  Please provide a table 
comparing the econometric inputs in the Evidentiary Update (BC Ministry of Finance September 2018 Q1 Report 
for fiscal 2019 to fiscal 2023), to the new October 3rd Forecast (BC Ministry of Finance February 2019 Budget for 
fiscal 2019 to fiscal 2023).  Please provide GDP, exchange ($US/Cdn) and interest rate projections from both 
forecasts. 

Reference: Twenty-Year Load Forecast October 3, 2019: Section 3.3.1: Codes and Standards: DSM-Load Forecast 
Overlaps 

28. Please provide the 2019 Navigant Report on DSM-Load Forecast overlaps. 

29. Please confirm the reason for an upwards adjustment to the Evidentiary Update load forecast is that DSM 
savings formerly attributed by BC Hydro were already embedded in the base load forecast – before DSM savings. 

30. Please provide a high-level summary of the categories of end-use overlaps identified in the Navigant Report. 

 

Reference: British Columbia Utilities Commission Information Request No. 3.296.3 Dated: September 19, 2019 British 

Columbia Hydro & Power Authority Response issued October 10, 2019  

31. Please confirm that in Scenario H, as proposed in David Ince Information Request: 3.2, the forecast cumulative 

Five-Year Net Bill Impact is 4.4%, which is lower than the 6.2% cumulative rate impact proposed by BC Hydro. 

32. Please provide the rate impact (annual $/year) of adopting the BC Hydro cumulative rate proposal of 6.2% 

versus the 4.4% that would result from adopting Ince Scenario H. 

33. Please provide the rate-induced elasticity effect of these two rate trajectories, in terms of energy and peak. 

34. Please confirm that Scenario H produces the lowest cumulative five-year rate impact of all 14 of the scenarios 

investigated and summarized in the response to BCUC 3.296.3. 

Reference: Response to Ince Information Request 3.10. 

35. Please explain an almost 10% negative variance in July and August F2020 sales in the Large Industrial category 
relative to the Evidentiary Update load forecast.  In BC Hydro’s response to Ince Information Request 3.10, BC 
Hydro indicated that it was too early to establish a variance trend.  Is a trend clearer now with September 
actuals? 

36. Please provide September variances in a format similar to BC Hydro’s response to Ince IR 3.10. 

Reference: Response to BCUC IR 3.288.1   

37. With respect to the declining use per residential account, what are the following assumptions made in the load 
forecast:   

a. People per residential account, 

b. Breakdown (absolute numbers) of the residential housing fleet served by BC Hydro by housing type: 
including single family, duplex, townhome, condominiums and apartments. 

c. The average yearly electricity usage (kWh) for each housing type. 

d. The penetration of (primary) electric space heating for each housing type (percent). 

e. The assumed average yearly electricity use (kWh/yr) for those residences with primary electric space heating 
– by housing type. 



f. The penetration of (primary) electric water heating for each housing type (percent). 

g. The assumed average yearly electricity use (kWh/yr) for those residences with primary electric water 
heating – by housing type. 

h. The forecast peak coincident demand for each housing type.  That is, what is the kW per residence during 
the forecast BC Hydro system peak hour.  By housing type please. 

Reference: Reference: 20 Year Load Forecast section 3.1.1 

38. Please confirm that BC Hydro’s electricity conservation (DSM) forecast is essentially a (negative) load forecast. 

39. Please confirm that BC Hydro has been making adjustments to its load forecast for a number of years due to 
overlaps between its forecast of DSM savings, and its forecast of electricity demand growth - without DSM. 

40. Please quantify the absolute magnitude of the DSM-related adjustments made to BC Hydro’s load forecast in the 
2016 and current 20-year load forecasts.  In MWh and MW. 

41. Please confirm the need for close integration between the processes and approaches in preparing each of the 
load forecasts, to ensure that there is minimal double counting or undercounting of future DSM savings. 

42. Please confirm that the adjustments made to the load forecast over the last several forecast issuances has been 
to increase the forecast electricity demand in the net forecast due to over-counting of DSM savings that would 
have naturally occurred (natural conservation). 

43. Please provide examples of trends in natural conservation, particularly historical use rates for lighting, home 
electronics (televisions), home computers, home entertainment/gaming systems and electric space and water 
heating. 

44. Please comment on the domestic trends in building shell efficiencies, particularly due to changing insulation 
standards. 

45. Please provide examples of offsetting trends – in terms of increased electricity use due to either new end-uses, 
or end-uses with increased penetration in the household (such as the increasing numbers of electronic devices 
and chargers). 

46. Please provide the 2019 Navigant report on the overlap in codes and standards savings.  

47. As per the Navigant report, please provide a summary of the codes & standards categories that have been 
primarily responsible for BC Hydro’s DSM double-counting. 

48. Please comment on the internal forecasting processes in place to ensure that DSM over-counting is minimized. 

Reference: Reference: 20 Year Load Forecast Section 1.3 Distribution Peak methodology  

49. Please provide the peak load coincidence factors for the provincial geographical sub regions. 

50. Please confirm that the coincident peak load for each of the provincial sub-regions occurs in December or 
January at approximately 6pm.  Do any of the regions of the province peak during the morning? 

51. Please provide the obligations of BC Hydro for servicing FortisBC Electric peak loads – in terms of seasonal 
obligations and magnitude (MW).  Please comment on the advance notice required of and/or provided by 
FortisBC such that BC Hydro can plan for and then dispatch required peak-period electricity. 

52. Are negotiations underway to increase the maximum peak allocation provided by BC Hydro to FortisBC Electric 
consistent with population and load growth in the BC Southern interior? 

 



Tables D-1 to D-4

		Table D-1 Planning View of Energy Load Resource Balance Based on Existing and Committed Resources

		(GWh)		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		F2037		F2038		F2039

		Existing and Committed Heritage Resources (Including Site C)		46,916		46,916		46,916		47,282		50,808		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202

		Existing and Committed IPP Resources		16,359		16,227		14,193		13,783		13,505		13,224		13,115		13,008		12,542		11,770		11,228		10,880		10,671		10,366		9,664		8,136		7,684		7,511		7,180

		Total Supply (Planning View)		63,275		63,143		61,109		61,065		64,313		65,426		65,317		65,210		64,744		63,972		63,430		63,082		62,873		62,568		61,866		60,338		59,886		59,713		59,382

		Demand Integrated System Total Gross Requirements

		June 2019 Mid Load Forecast Before DSM		-60,738		-60,688		-61,759		-63,383		-64,993		-66,144		-67,358		-68,011		-68,741		-69,291		-69,913		-70,537		-71,244		-71,932		-72,645		-73,350		-74,097		-74,827		-75,551

		Existing and Committed Demand Side Management & Other Measures

		F19 DSM Portfolio Savings (F20-F21 RRA)		695		686		679		676		665		657		654		650		638		622		613		593		572		505		434		420		411		406		401

		F20+ Codes & Standards (F20-F21 RRA) plus Voltage and VAR Optimization		615		964		1,235		1,482		1,713		1,920		2,108		2,271		2,427		2,584		2,726		2,856		2,982		3,110		3,239		3,367		3,494		3,622		3,750

		Subtotal		1,310		1,650		1,914		2,158		2,378		2,577		2,762		2,921		3,065		3,206		3,339		3,449		3,554		3,615		3,673		3,787		3,905		4,028		4,151

		Surplus/Deficit		3,847		4,105		1,264		-160		1,698		1,859		721		120		-932		-2,113		-3,144		-4,006		-4,817		-5,749		-7,106		-9,225		-10,306		-11,086		-12,018

		Surplus/Deficit as % of Net Load		106%		107%		102%		100%		103%		103%		101%		100%		99%		97%		96%		94%		93%		92%		90%		87%		86%		85%		84%

		Small Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		5,728		6,344		3,965		3,011		5,069		5,423		4,716		4,346		3,970		3,222		2,425		1,733		1,029		216		-999		-3,081		-4,146		-4,890		-5,847

		Large Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		1,672		1,476		-1,927		-3,887		-2,270		-2,347		-3,944		-4,820		-6,616		-8,280		-9,561		-10,672		-11,588		-12,680		-14,178		-16,365		-17,507		-18,314		-19,289

		Table D-2 Peak Capacity Load Resource Balance Based on Existing and Committed Resources

		(MW)

		Existing and Committed Heritage Resources (Including Site C)		11,588		11,588		11,528		11,588		12,319		12,319		12,676		12,676		12,676		12,676		12,676		12,262		12,262		12,733		12,733		12,733		12,733		12,733		12,733

		Existing and Committed IPP Resources		1,458		1,486		1,211		1,200		1,138		1,106		1,106		1,093		1,056		924		888		884		861		810		566		493		458		424		423

		14% of Supply Requiring Reserves - excl. Rio Tinto Alcan and FortisBC		-1,797		-1,793		-1,746		-1,752		-1,853		-1,849		-1,899		-1,897		-1,892		-1,873		-1,868		-1,810		-1,806		-1,865		-1,862		-1,852		-1,847		-1,842		-1,842

		Total Supply (Planning View)		11,249		11,281		10,993		11,036		11,604		11,576		11,883		11,872		11,840		11,727		11,696		11,336		11,317		11,678		11,437		11,374		11,344		11,315		11,314

		Demand Integrated System Total Gross Requirements

		June 2019 Mid Load Forecast Before DSM		-10,870		-10,887		-11,054		-11,264		-11,463		-11,579		-11,768		-11,906		-12,059		-12,189		-12,343		-12,508		-12,689		-12,881		-13,085		-13,296		-13,517		-13,743		-13,974

		Existing and Committed Demand Side Management & Other Measures

		F19 DSM Portfolio Savings (F20-F21 RRA)		128		126		124		123		120		117		116		114		111		108		106		103		99		92		84		82		80		80		78

		F20+ Codes & Standards (F20-F21 RRA) plus Voltage and VAR Optimization		129		198		246		289		327		361		391		417		441		465		486		505		523		546		569		592		615		638		662

		Subtotal		257		324		370		412		447		478		507		531		552		573		592		608		622		638		653		674		695		718		740

		Surplus/Deficit		636		718		309		184		588		475		622		497		333		111		-55		-564		-750		-565		-995		-1,248		-1,478		-1,710		-1,920

		Surplus/Deficit as % of Net Load		106%		107%		103%		102%		105%		104%		105%		104%		103%		101%		100%		95%		94%		96%		92%		91%		89%		88%		86%

		Small Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		1,062		1,151		835		811		1,286		1,218		1,460		1,408		1,403		1,299		1,228		813		717		1,002		684		533		407		288		185

		Large Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		332		264		-244		-458		-91		-273		-242		-450		-783		-1,143		-1,406		-2,012		-2,272		-2,172		-2,686		-3,009		-3,305		-3,596		-3,863

		Load Factor (without reserves)		64%		64%		64%		64%		65%		65%		65%		65%		65%		65%		65%		64%		64%		64%		63%		63%		63%		62%		62%

		Capacity Factor of Existing and Committed IPP

		Table D-3 Planning View of the Energy Load Resource Balance After Planned Resources

		(GWh)		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		F2037		F2038		F2039

		Existing and Committed Heritage Resources (Including Site C)		46,916		46,916		46,916		47,282		50,808		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202		52,202

		Existing and Committed IPP Resources		16,359		16,227		14,193		13,783		13,505		13,224		13,115		13,008		12,542		11,770		11,228		10,880		10,671		10,366		9,664		8,136		7,684		7,511		7,180

		Future Supply-Side Resources

		IPP Renewals		1,058		1,280		3,270		3,628		3,845		4,124		4,208		4,291		4,660		5,154		5,624		5,826		5,951		6,188		6,832		8,123		8,550		8,723		9,048

		Expected SOP Projects and other First Nations Commitments		27		182		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226		226

		Rev 6																																11		26		26		26

		Subtotal		1,085		1,462		3,496		3,854		4,071		4,350		4,434		4,517		4,886		5,380		5,850		6,052		6,177		6,414		7,058		8,360		8,802		8,975		9,300

		Total Supply (Planning View)		64,360		64,605		64,605		64,919		68,384		69,776		69,751		69,727		69,630		69,352		69,280		69,134		69,050		68,982		68,924		68,687		68,662		68,662		68,656

		Demand Integrated System Total Gross Requirements

		June 2019 Mid Load Forecast Before DSM		-60,738		-60,688		-61,759		-63,383		-64,993		-66,144		-67,358		-68,011		-68,741		-69,291		-69,913		-70,537		-71,244		-71,932		-72,645		-73,350		-74,097		-74,827		-75,551

		Existing and Committed Demand Side Management & Other Measures

		F19 DSM Portfolio Savings (F20-F21 RRA)		695		686		679		676		665		657		654		650		638		622		613		593		572		505		434		420		411		406		401

		F20+ Codes & Standards (F20-F21 RRA) plus Voltage and VAR Optimization		615		964		1,235		1,482		1,713		1,920		2,108		2,271		2,427		2,584		2,726		2,856		2,982		3,110		3,239		3,367		3,494		3,622		3,750

		Planned Demand Side Management Measures

		F20+ Rates (F20-F21 RRA)		381		569		698		832		954		1,070		1,188		1,298		1,398		1,493		1,512		1,517		1,562		1,592		1,619		1,631		1,630		1,624		1,615

		F20+ Programs (F20-F21 RRA)		128		144		149		145		142		140		139		138		137		137		137		137		136		136		136		136		135		135		135

		Subtotal		1,819		2,363		2,761		3,135		3,474		3,787		4,089		4,357		4,600		4,836		4,988		5,103		5,252		5,343		5,428		5,554		5,670		5,787		5,901

		Surplus/Deficit		5,441		6,280		5,607		4,671		6,865		7,419		6,482		6,073		5,489		4,897		4,355		3,700		3,058		2,393		1,707		891		235		-378		-994

		Surplus/Deficit as % of Net Load		109%		111%		110%		108%		111%		112%		110%		110%		109%		108%		107%		106%		105%		104%		103%		101%		100%		99%		99%

		Small Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		7,272		8,448		8,224		7,746		10,128		10,864		10,345		10,156		10,240		10,070		9,760		9,275		8,737		8,188		7,640		6,871		6,248		5,671		5,029

		Large Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		3,215		3,580		2,332		848		2,789		3,094		1,685		990		-347		-1,432		-2,226		-3,129		-3,880		-4,708		-5,538		-6,412		-7,114		-7,754		-8,412

		Table D-4 Planning View of the Energy Load Resource Balance After Planned Resources

		(MW)		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		F2037		F2038		F2039

		Existing and Committed Heritage Resources (Including Site C)		11,588		11,588		11,528		11,588		12,319		12,319		12,676		12,676		12,676		12,676		12,676		12,262		12,262		12,733		12,733		12,733		12,733		12,733		12,733

		Existing and Committed IPP Resources		1,458		1,486		1,211		1,200		1,138		1,106		1,106		1,093		1,056		924		888		884		861		810		566		493		458		424		423

		Future Supply-Side Resources

		IPP Renewals		117		132		407		416		425		454		454		465		488		621		639		642		656		693		938		979		1,014		1,048		1,048

		Expected SOP Projects and other First Nations Commitments		3		17		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19		19

		REV 6																																488		488		488		488

		Subtotal		120		149		426		435		444		473		473		484		507		640		658		661		675		712		957		1,486		1,521		1,555		1,555

		14% of Supply Requiring Reserves - excl. Rio Tinto Alcan and FortisBC		-1,813		-1,813		-1,805		-1,813		-1,915		-1,915		-1,965		-1,965		-1,963		-1,963		-1,960		-1,902		-1,901		-1,965		-1,965		-2,029		-2,029		-2,029		-2,029

		Total Supply (Planning View)		11,353		11,410		11,360		11,410		11,986		11,983		12,290		12,288		12,276		12,277		12,262		11,905		11,897		12,290		12,291		12,683		12,683		12,683		12,682

		Demand Integrated System Total Gross Requirements

		June 2019 Mid Load Forecast Before DSM		-10,870		-10,887		-11,054		-11,264		-11,463		-11,579		-11,768		-11,906		-12,059		-12,189		-12,343		-12,508		-12,689		-12,881		-13,085		-13,296		-13,517		-13,743		-13,974

		Existing and Committed Demand Side Management & Other Measures

		F19 DSM Portfolio Savings (F20-F21 RRA)		128		126		124		123		120		117		116		114		111		108		106		103		99		92		84		82		80		80		78

		F20+ Codes & Standards (F20-F21 RRA) plus Voltage and VAR Optimization		129		198		246		289		327		361		391		417		441		465		486		505		523		546		569		592		615		638		662

		Planned Demand Side Management Measures

		F20+ Rates (F20-F21 RRA)		57		87		108		129		148		166		183		199		213		226		230		232		238		244		250		254		256		257		257

		F20+ Programs (F20-F21 RRA)		15		17		17		17		16		16		15		15		15		15		15		14		14		14		14		14		14		14		14

		Subtotal		329		428		495		558		611		660		705		745		780		814		837		854		874		896		917		942		965		989		1011

		Surplus/Deficit		812		951		801		704		1,134		1,064		1,227		1,127		997		902		756		251		82		305		123		329		131		-71		-281

		Surplus/Deficit as % of Net Load		107%		109%		107%		106%		110%		109%		110%		109%		108%		107%		106%		102%		101%		102%		101%		102%		101%		99%		98%

		Small Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		1,229		1,370		1,312		1,314		1,814		1,786		2,044		2,015		2,042		2,064		2,013		1,602		1,524		1,848		1,776		2,083		1,989		1,900		1,798

		Large Gap Surplus/(Deficit)		499		483		233		45		436		295		341		157		-144		-378		-621		-1,223		-1,465		-1,327		-1,594		-1,459		-1,724		-1,984		-2,251

		Load Factor (without reserves)		63.8%		63.6%		63.8%		64.2%		64.7%		65.2%		65.3%		65.2%		65.1%		64.9%		64.7%		64.4%		64.1%		63.7%		63.4%		63.0%		62.6%		62.2%		61.7%

		Load Factor (without reserves after DSM)		63.8%		63.7%		63.8%		64.2%		64.7%		65.2%		65.3%		65.1%		64.9%		64.7%		64.4%		64.1%		63.8%		63.4%		63.1%		62.6%		62.2%		61.8%		61.3%

		Capacity Factor of Existing IPPs		128%		125%		134%		131%		135%		136%		135%		136%		136%		145%		144%		140%		141%		146%		195%		188%		192%		202%		194%

		Capacity Factor of IPP Renewals		103%		111%		92%		100%		103%		104%		106%		105%		109%		95%		100%		104%		104%		102%		83%		95%		96%		95%		99%
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Capacity Charts
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Table D-1 Planning View of Energy Load Resource Balance Based on Existing and Committed Resources

Table D-3 Planning View of the Energy Load Resource Balance After Planned Resources
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Image D-1 and D-2 
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Image D-3 and D-4

		





Image D-3 and D-4
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IPP Monthly Delivery
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Table D-2 Peak Capacity Load Resource Balance Based on Existing and Committed Resources

Table D-4 Planning View of the Energy Load Resource Balance After Planned Resources
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		Edlira Gjoshe Information Request No. 2.9.2 Dated: August 1, 2019 British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority REVISED PUBLIC Response issued October 18, 2019

		The table below provides the percentage of annual IPP energy delivered in each month for the requested fiscal years. The last row in the table provides the forecast values for fiscal 2021 consistent with the Evidentiary Update (EU).

				%

				Apr.		May		Jun.		Jul.		Aug.		Sep.		Oct.		Nov.		Dec.		Jan.		Feb.		Mar.		Total		Check

		F2002 Actual		5.0		8.9		7.9		8.6		8.6		7.9		8.4		8.7		10.6		10.3		7.7		7.4		100.0		100.0

		F2007 Actual		8.7		9.1		8.1		11.6		10.0		6.8		6.6		7.3		7.5		7.4		7.8		9.0		100.0		99.9

		F2012 Actual		6.4		8.4		8.8		10.0		10.8		9.3		8.5		7.6		8.3		8.2		6.6		7.1		100.0		100.0

		F2017 Actual		8.0		11.8		9.7		10.6		9.6		8.2		7.9		9.4		7.1		6.2		5.4		6.2		100.0		100.1

		F2021 RRA		7.3		10.3		10.6		10.8		9.9		8.4		8.4		7.7		7.4		7.1		6.1		5.8		100.0		99.8

		F2021 EU		7.7		10.2		10.5		10.6		10.2		7.9		7.7		7.3		7.9		7.7		6.2		6.1		100.0		100.0

		Average of Actuals		7.0		9.6		8.6		10.2		9.8		8.1		7.9		8.3		8.4		8.0		6.9		7.4				100.0
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